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About CCEF


Everyone does counseling.
We are called to care for those in our lives, whether through everyday conversations or intentional relationships. How do we grow in care that is wise and helpful, biblically oriented and Christ-centered?
Through our resources, courses, events, and counseling, CCEF aims to help God's people grow in biblical counseling. Biblical counseling describes the troubles we face, how those troubles are experienced, how God speaks to us during those troubles, and how we help each other with wisdom and love.
Learn more
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2024 CCEF National Conference
October 4–6  |  Chattanooga, TN
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Resources
Biblical Content for All of Life
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Courses
Equipping God’s People for Life & Ministry
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Churches
Serving Local Churches around the World
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Counseling
Biblical Counseling & Pastoral Care




All Resources
Search all our resources by topic, author, or resource type.
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journal of biblical counseling
Volume 37:3 now available!
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CCEF Notebooks Set of 3
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Each of us has personal and interpersonal struggles. Jesus Christ knows those struggles, cares about strugglers, and enters in. We see him bring about significant change in people's lives every day. This passion for Christ's relevance in counseling is our heritage and heartbeat.
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